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ATTENDANCE (See attached roster.)

CALL TO ORDER

P~CtIVEQ

OR. EARL E. EDGAR
ACADEMIC VICE PRESIDENT

After establishing that there was a quorum present, Dr. Jean
Kelty, chairperson of the Senate, called the meeting to order
at 4:07.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

The minutes of the May 30, 1979 meeting were approved as
distributed.

REPORT OF CHARTER AND BYLAWS COMMITTEE

Dr. Abrams made an informational report to the Senate in which
he indicated that the carried-over members from last year (Gratia
Murphy, himself, Dan O'Neill) and the newly elected members
(Larry Esterly, Don Hovey, Ralph Crum) have met several times.
He drew the Senate's attention to the fact that Larry Esterly
is Secretary for Charter and ByLaws and requested that members
of the Senate feel free to call or contact any member of the
committee.

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Dr. Feitler reported on the business that the Executive
Committee has dealt with so far this quarter. (1.) Work generated
for the Charter and ByLaws Committee: (a.) The Executive Committee
has asked Charter and ByLaws to examine the composition of the
Executive Committee in relation to the term of office which does
not coincide with being a member of the Senate; (b.) Charter
and ByLaws has also been asked to examine the issue of proxy
voting for the Senate meetings; (c.) Charter and ByLaws has been
asked to make a comprehensive review of the committee structure-
the new Senate has been in existence for three years now, and
some committees have been overworked, while others have had
difficulty finding work to do. Dr. Feitler encouraged members
of the Senate, and anyone else in the schools, to communicate their
views regarding committees to the representatives on Charter and
ByLaws. (2.) Professor Tokar was recommended to President
Coffelt by the Executive Committee to replace Professor Pascale
from the School of Education on the Computer Advisory Committee.
That appointment has been made. (3.) Through Jean Kelty, the
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Senate Executive Committee has asked that the Review Committee,
which was asked to convene a year from the appointment of
the joint Computer Committee, now begin the process of its
review.

REPORT OF ELECTIONS AND BALLOTING COMMITTEE-- none

REPORT OF OTHER COMMITTEES

Curriculum Committee
Dr. Kelty noted that there was nothingthat demanded

action from the Curriculum Committee, only the attachment of
the courses to the Agenda.

The Ad Hoc Committee on the Early Quarter System
Dr. Guido Dobbert made an interim report on the work

of the committee. Since its appointment in March of 1979, the
committee has met during the Spring Quarter and again during
this Fall Quarter to study the merits of the early quarter
system. At this time the committee has roughly arrived at a
description of the calendar that it believes would be most
acceptable to the university community.

Under this system we would start, like most elementary
and high schools, immediately after Labor Day. Fall Quarter
would end the weekend before Thanksgiving and the Winter Quarter
would begin the week after Thanksgiving and last until the middle
of February. Spring Quarter would begin the second half of
February and end the middle of May. Summer school dates would
not be changed. The net effect would be to redistribute the
present block of time over Christmas break more evenly over the
entire three-quarter sequence. Thus Christmas break would be
shortened to the one week intervening between Christmas and
New Year. In return there would be a spring break of roughly
one week at Easter. Another effect would be that the three to
four weeks available between the end of summer school in August
and the beginning of Fall Quarter in September would be shifted
backwards to be included between the end of Spring Quarter in May
and the beginning of summer school in June.

During the next week a stratified sample of day and
night class students, including their faculty, will be polled
to determine whether they favor a change from the present system
to the early quarter system. The procedure is as follows: A
random sample has been drawn from all classes in session 10-11 a.m.
This includes lab and 2 hour classes beginning at 9 and ending
at 11 a.m. The same procedure has been applied to all classes
meeting at any time between 5 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. The sample
has already been drawn, and there are 19 in the day class sample
and 11 in the night class sample. Among the faculty polled, both
full and limited service are included. The opinionnaire will
be administered by graduate assistants of the School of Education,
and as soon as they have results, the committee will make further
recommendations to the Senate.

Dr. Kelty asked if there were questions.
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Dr. Hotchkiss stated that she was thoroughly in favor of polling
faculty and students on an issue which is going to affect the
entire university community. She was baffled, however, by the
procedure which had been presented as a possibility, since
a mechanism for polling a random sample from the student
directory, without getting into the matter of when faculty and
students happen to have classes, already exists and has been
used satisfactorily on several issues. She suggested that
it would seem reasonable to poll 100% of the full-service faculty
and asked whether a motion was in order.

Dr. Kelty indicated that a motion could be made to instruct the
committee to poll 100% of the faculty, if Dr. Hotchkiss wished
to do so.

Motion: That the poll be made of all full service faculty members
and of a random sample from the student directory, of every
nth, every 25th, whatever the committee considers appropriate,
of the student popUlation.
Seconded: G. Murphy
Discussion: Dr. Dobbert stated that the committee had expressed
readiness to proceed with the polling of faculty in whatever
fashion the Senate indicated. He also expressed that, while the
objections to student polling were unclear to him, the committee
would respond to Senate dissatisfaction in that area.

Dr. Hotchkiss observed that there could be some unidentifiable,
nevertheless salient, differences depending upon the hours
during which a student happens to be in class. She stated that
she would prefer the poll to be a more randomized procedure,
done by taking every nth name from the total list of currently
enrolled students.

Dean Sutton suggested that the problem with a survey of that
kind is simply that the rate of return is not very good. The
expectation, under the proposed polling procedure, was that a
graduate student from Education would administer the opinionnaire
in each classroom, which should assure a fairly high return of
the sample. Under this system, the random selection would be on
the four digit number identifying the class section.

When asked whether he was addressing himself exclusively to
the sampling of student opinion, Dean Sutton explained that
the committee had agreed that it would take faculty opinion in
whatever way the faculty wanted.

Dr. Hotchkiss asked whether there was any mechanism built into
the proposed procedure which would prevent the student who happens
to have an 11:00 class and a 12:00 class and a 2:00 class from
being polled several times.
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Dean Sutton explained that the only sample would be drawn
from the 10:00-11:00 class and the evening class. If a
student happened to have a 10:00 class and an evening class,
he might be polled twice.

Dr. Shuster expressed concern about the stratification among
schools, noting that the School of Business, for example, has
a very high student population.

Dr. Slawecki inquired about the role of the information gained
by the proposed poll in any final decision about adopting an
early quarter system. He understood that this information
was only to provide faculty with insight about how students and
faculty respond to the idea, and that the official decision was
to be made by the entire faculty.

Dr. Dobbert explained that there were two polls involved--that
of the faculty, and that of the students. The committee has
suggested that the method for polling faculty be left up to the
Senate: if the Senate wishes to instruct the committee to poll
the entire faculty, the committee will do so. Since the motion
also includes the direction that a different method should be
used to poll the students, the following explanation of the
committee's proposed method was offered: most students are on
campus between 10:00 and 11:00 a.m. and again a large section
of students is on campus in the evening between 5:00 and 7:30 p.m.
The committee felt that this sample would give them enough of an
idea with only minimal error. In polling the entire student
population generally, or certain samples of the student population,
the return is so bad that essentially you really get less of a
reflection of student opinion than if you select randomly.

Dr. Kelty requested that the issue be simplified. She asked Dr.
Hotchkiss to make a portion of the original motion.

Moved: That the entire full-service faculty be polled.
Seconded.
No discussion--Motion carried.

Dr. Kelty requested that the Senate next return to the second
portion of the original motion. Dr. Hotchkiss made the motion.

Moved: That the student body be polled in the form of an opinionnaire
sent to every nth student.
Seconded.
Discussion: Dr. Dobbert, while acknowledging that this suggestion
was probably the most statistically accurate one, saw practical
difficulties. Either the committee would have to make the sample
so small, in order to insure adequate returns, that it would not
be representative, or the committee would be engaged in a sampling
too large to handle effectively. Without volunteering the committee
in any way, he suggested that a 25% sampling might work, but it
would probably not improve the results.
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Dr. Hotchkiss noted that the distribution, collection and
evaluation of the parking questionnaire which was distributed
last spring was successful and not extremely difficult.

Dr. Russo suggested that there was nothing to prevent the
committee from trying both systems, or trying first one and
then the other.

Dr. DelBene observed that this might result in a student
being polled several times, thus skewing the results of the
poll.

Dean Yozwiack spoke in favor of the greater, and thus more
representative, return from direct polling in classes. He
urged the defeat of the motion.

Dean Sutton agreed with Dean Yozwiack.

Dr. Kelty asked for further discussion or question.

Question called.
Motion failed.

Dr. Hovey inquired whether there had been any provision made
to poll the limited service faculty.

Dr. Dobbert indicated that limited service faculty would be
among those polled during the specified hours.

Dr. Kelty noted that the motion had changed the procedure to
that of polling the entire full service faculty.

Dr. Dobbert explained that the questionnaire is set up in such
a fashion that it obtains response from both students and the
faculty teaching those students--that faculty will be both
full and limited service.

Dr. Kelty asked Dr. Dobbert to clarify the apparently confused
issue of whether the committee intended to follow its originally
proposed polling procedure in addition to polling the full
service faculty, as instructed by the Senate.

Dr. Dobbert recognized that the Senate had directed the committee
to make a poll of full time faculty, but he pointed out that in
the procedure which the committee initiated, all faculty teaching
the classes to be polled will also be polled, and among those will
be some limited service faculty.

Dr. Hovey observed that the proposed procedure would mean that
the committee would get double responses from some full time faculty.

Dr. Dobbert explained that the committee would present the
information to the Senate, separating full service from limited
service responses.
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Dean Yozwiack noted that it seemed that Dr. Dobbert was still
espousing the original intention of the committee, which had
been changed by the motion which called for separate polling
of the faculty. He assumed that the committee would reconsider
their action of inclUding the faculty in the polling of classes.

Dr. Dobbert suggested that the committee could then take out
all of the questionnaires that were from full-service faculty,
noting that that would be a matter of internal procedure for
the committee.

Dean Rand asked whether the committee would get the opinion
of the Senate on the details of this matter before it took the
poll.

Dr. Dobbert said that the poll was scheduled to proceed next
week, and that this presentation to the Senate had only been
for the purpose of information. If the committee brought the
results of this poll to the Senate, and the Senate found some
objection, would the committee take a revised poll, he was asked.
Dr. Dobbert indicated that if the Senate wished such a thing,
the committee would have to do so.

Dean Yozwiack expressed some concern over the procedure of
approval for the proposed early quarter system. If the faculty
were to express unanimous approval of the early quarter system,
yet the Senate rejected it, what then? Is the Senate or the
faculty poll the final authority?

Dr. Dobbert asserted that the Senate is the final authority.
The committee's job is to supply the Senate with the sound
facts upon which to base a wise decision.

Dr. Shuster inquired about the process of selection for polling
classes.

Dr. Dobbert informed the Senate that the member of the committee
who has taken on the responsibility of conducting the poll has
gone to the table of random numbers and selected a sample from
among all the classes in the morning; he used the same procedure
for night classes. There is very little chance that students
will be polled twice, except for those who are polled at 10:00
and also at night.

Concern was expressed that the sample might be too small, but
Dr. Dobbert doubted that that would happen. If it should
happen, the committee could increase the sample.

Dr. Alderman expressed curiosity about the advantages of the
early quarter system.

Dr. Dobbert explained that it would synchronize us with other
educational institutions in the state.
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Dr. Kelty asked for further questions or motions.

Perry Cooper inquired about the respective weights to be
given to faculty and student responses to the poll. Would
the students be represented effectively, and would the results
of the poll be skewed toward faculty response?

Dr. Dobbert responded by observing that, although the school
is becoming more egalitarian, he assumed that faculty is one
group and students another, that they have different interests.

Dr. Kelty asked if Mr. Cooper wished to make a motion; he did
not wish to do so at that time. She then asked Dr. Hovey if
he had a motion.

Dr. Hovey noted that the committee's poll would reach about
10 limited service faculty, and that in order for it to be
representative, it would have to poll 50. He therefore made
the following motion.

Moved: That the committee consider polling a minimum of 50, and
possibly all, of the limited service faculty.
Seconded.
Discussion: Dr. Slawecki spoke against restricting the prerogatives
of the committee. Dr. Hotchkiss could not see that the limited
service person's investment in this issue is in any way
equivalent to that of the student or the full service faculty.

It was suggested that the motion be amended to recommend
that the committee be assigned one full time secretary and one
data entry clerk. No second offered.

Question called on the main motion--that the committee poll at
least 50, and possibly the entire, limited service faculty.
Motion failed.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS--none

NEW BUSINESS

Dean Edgar announced that copies of the revised Senate
Charter and ByLaws would be out for the faculty by about the
end of the week.

ADJOURNMENT

It was moved and seconded that the meeting be adjourned.
Adjourned at 4:37 p.m.
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The following change in curriculum is hereby proposed:

~ollege of Applied Science and Technology

DELETION of

ADDITION of L. S. 502

(Complete A and

(Complete Band

IlAY 19 197
19. Date)

CHANGE of _______________ (Complete

MAY 23 1979
~anls Signature Date)

=~~~"-7------------------------"'~""-App roved Di sa pp roveSECTION A:

If you propose to DELETE or CHANGE an existing
course, use the blank space to the right to paste
in a clear photocopy of the course description,
as it appears in the current YSU catalog.

n.....,
()

c:

SECTION B:

If you propose to ADD or CHANGE a course. provide the course descrip
tion below, precisely as you would expect it to appear in the next issue
of the YSU catalog.

L.S. 502 - History of the Labor Movement. Historical review of the Labor Movement.
Origin of crafts and guilds, rise of industrial unionism, struggle for political
effectiveness and labor1s civic responsibi lities. Cross-listed and indentical '~ith

History 502. 4 q.h.

SECTION C:

Provide below your justification for the curriculum proposal you have
offered, using additional sheets if necessary. If the proposal is for
a new course, list faculty qualified to offer the course. If you propose
a new or changed course which will require special library and/or physical
plant facilities, give assurances that these support services are or will
be available. I

~

o

I

This course is part of an associate degree program in Labor Studies being developed
to meet needs of labor organizations.

._~

J

(UCC,

--lb" 10-1'1
(Date)(a ) /

APPROVA:h

~~
(School/Coll~
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The following change in curriculum is hereby proposed:

1979

(Department)

C;I;P~ MAY 19 1979
(Chairperson's Sig.!Date)

C)

n
501. Introduction to Organized~'

Labor. An overview of the n
Labor Studies program designed ~
to introduce the student to the~

manv facets of the labor move- m
ment; growth of trie \'-Iorking cla~s
the Industrial revolution, the '
development of unions.

CHANGE a course, provide the course descrip
would expect it to appear in the next issue

(Complete A and

(Complete Band

__L_.S_. 5_0_1 (Complete

ADDITION of

College of Appl ied Science and Technology

DELETION of

CHANGE of

'ro,""""L.S. 501 - Jntroduction to Organized Labor. An overview of the Labor StudiesAaesigned
to introduce the student to the many facets of the labor movement.'ftri3 ee~13e hi 11
S~""lil)' t/!l: ~hOloie!5 af l;;d~Qr stl::let-e~be st"ti..:Jied iii dC!'tA iR fa-He. 'Iii ~rs@s 4 q.h.

SECTION A:

If you propose to ADD or
tion below, precisely as you
of the YSU catalog.

SECTION B:

If you propose to DELETE or CHANGE an existing
course, use the blank space to the right to paste
in a clear photocopy of the course description,
as it appears in the current YSU catalog.

SECTION C:

Provide below your justification for the curriculum proposal you have
offered, using additional sheets if necessary. If the proposal is for
a new course, list faculty qualified to offer the course. If you propose
a new or changed course which will require special library and/or physical
plant facilities, give assurances that these support services are or will
be available.

....
o

This course is part of an associate degree program in Labor Studies being developed
to meet needs of labor organizations. The coordinator of the Labor Studies program and
other qualified faculty will be assigned to teach this course.

3.....

--h -' ID - 7q
(Date)J

-
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The following change in curriculum is hereby proposed:

(Complete A and

Econ 845 (Complete BandADDITION of

DELETION of

____________....;:E::.,:c=.:0::.!no!.:o::.!ml!,o1!;.l·c....s~ _'__ (0 e pa r t men t )

e~~ gP~..A~411.¥ 7

(Chairperson's Sig.!Oate) ~
C)

CHANGE of

SECTION A:

______________ (Complete

n....
If you propose to DELETE or CHANGE an existing

course, use the blank space to the right to paste
in a clear photocopy of the course description,
as it appears in the current YSU catalog.

SECTION B:

(

If you propose to ADD or CHANGE a course, provide the course descrip
tion below, precisely as you would expect it to appear in the next issue
of the YSU catalog.

Econ 845. Theory, Operation) and Problems of Labor Organizations. Contenporaryeconomic
'heory and operation of labor organizations i~ maintaining and expanding the economic
rights aad benefits of the American workers in a dynamic economy.

Prerequisite: Econ.83l or Econ.833 or Econ.835 or Mgmt 750

SECTION C:

4 q.h.
C".......,.,
('",

~,.,
c...

Provide below your justification for the curriculum proposal you have
offered, using additional sheets if necessary. If the proposal is for
a new course, list faculty qualified to offer the course. If you propose
a new·or changed course which will require special library and/or physical
plant facilities, give :~·5:Jrances th2!: th~se !;upport services are or will
be available.

This is a new course to meet the needs of students in the labor economics area and
related business management fields. Existing faculty in the Department of Economics,
Dr. Kermani, Dr. Shipman, Dr. Smythe, and Mr. Koss, are qualified to teach this course.
The specialized library so~rces and data required are already available in the Maag
Library and no specialized physical plant facilities are required.

c
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APPROVALS:
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YOUNGSTOWN STATE UNIVERSITY

CURRICULUM PROPOSAL:
~

The following change in curriculum is hereby proposed:

(Complete A and

(Complete BandEcon 849ADDITION of

DELETION of

____________E_c_o_n_o_m_i_c_s (D epa r t men t )

~~ tp~~ L/Il$ 7;
(Chairperson's Sig./Date)

C)

CHANGE of

n....
If you propose to DELETE or CHANGE an existing

course, use the blank 3pace to the right to paste
in a clear photocopy of the course description,
as it appears in the current YSU catalog.

SECTION B:

If you propose to ADD or CHANGE a course, provide the course descrip
tion below, precisely as you would expect it to appear in the next issue
of the YSU catalog.
Econ 849. Seminar/Workshop in Labor Relations. An analysis of selected issues such as
union interests in the investment of funds accumulated through private and public pension
.lans; the effect of multi-national corporations on traditional union tactics and

strategies; the effect of wage-price guidelines and controls.~

Prerequisite: Econ.831 or Econ.833 or Eco~ 835 or Mgmt 750

SECTION C:

4 q.h.

Provide below your justification for the curriculum proposal you have
offered, using additional sheets if necessary. If the proposal is for
a new course, list faCUlty qualified to offer the course. If you propose i
a new or changed course which will require special library and/or physical I
plant faciliti9s. giv~ assurance~ t~2t the~e support services are or will ,
be available. I
This i~ a new course to meet the needs of students in the labor economics area and related I
business management fields. Existing faculty in the Department of Economics, Dr. Kermani, I
Dr. Shipman, Dr. Smythe, and Mr. Koss, are qualified to teach this course. The specializ~d I
library sources and data required are already available in the Maag Library and no
specialized physical plant facilities are required.
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